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Abstract
Mobile ad hoc network ](MANET) is an infrastructure-less dynamic network
consisting of collection of wireless[7] mobile nodes that communicate with
each other without using any centralized authority. MANET are considered
vulnerable to several kinds of security attacks[1] like worm-hole attacks, black
hole attacks, denial-of-service attacks and rushing attack etc. The routing
protocol specifies a set of rules using which routers in network share
information with each other and report updates to neighbourhood routers. The
routing protocol enables a network to make dynamic adjustment to its
conditions. In this research paper we have discussed Mobile Adhoc Network
and its characteristics. Then we discussed Pros & Cons of MANET, its
applications & how Routing Protocols work within mobile Ad-hoc network &
their classification of routing protocol. After that present security threats
issues within mobile ad hoc network & their remedies are discussed. Finally
the conclusion is stated
Keywords: Mobile ad-hoc network, Destination sequenced distance vector,
Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing, Dynamic Source Routing.
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INTRODUCTION

Ad Hoc is often used to solutions that are developed on the fly for a important
purpose. A Mobile network of Ad hoc NET work is a wireless mobile system nodes
that dynamically self-organize with in arbitrary & temporary network topologies.
People & vehicles could thus be internet worked with in areas without a pre existing
information about structure or when use of such infrastructure requires wireless
extension.
Mobile Adhoc Network[7] is known as a group of multiple independent mobile nodes
that are capable to communicate to each other via radio waves. Mobile nodes which
are within range of radio of one other could directly communicate. Others nodes
require aid of intermediate nodes within order to route packets. Every node has a
wireless interface within order to communicate with one other. Such networks are
considered fully distributed & could work at any place without any help of fixed
infrastructure such as access points or base stations.
Then we discussed Pros & Cons of MANET, its applications & how Routing
Protocols work within mobile Ad-hoc network & their classification of routing
protocol. After that present security threats issues within mobile ad hoc network &
their remedies are discussed. Finally the conclusion is stated
2.

ROUTING INFORMATION PROTOCOL

Routing protocol checks whether routers are communicating with each other and
disseminating the useful data which enables it to find routes in various nodes on a
network. Routing algorithms check particular option of route. Every router has
knowledge of the networks that are directly connected to it. Routing protocol
generally shares information first among immediate neighbours after that in complete
network. In these manner routers gets useful knowledge about network topology.
However there are several types of routing protocols and three main classes are with
in use on IP networks:
1.

Interior gateway protocols two different type ‘
a)

distance-vector routing protocols,

b)

Routing Information Protocol, RIPv2, IGRP.

2.

Exterior gateway protocols are famous routing protocols that are used on
Internet to exchange routing information of Autonomous Systems. (BGP),
Path Vector Routing Protocol.

3.

Interior gateway protocols type one, link-state routing protocols for example
OSPF & IS-IS
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3. ENHANCED INTERIOR ROUTING PROTOCOL GATEWAY
EIGRP has benefit distance vector routing protocol it has been used on a computer
network for automating is routing configuration. Partial operational of EIGRP was
changed to a standard with in 2013 & was published within knowledge status as RFC
7868 with in 2016. EIGRP was used to a router to share with other routers within
same system. Dissimilar to other well known routing protocols, such as RIP, EIGRP
only sends increase updates, reducing workload on router & amount of data that needs
to be transmitted.
Bandwidth
Minimum Bandwidth in kilobits per second
Load
Number with in range 1 to 255
Total Delay
Delay, with in 10s of microseconds, along path from router to destination network
Reliability
Number with in range 1 to 255; 255 being most reliable
MTU
Minimum path Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
Hop Count
Number of routers a packet passes through when routing to a remote network, used to
limit EIGRP AS. EIGRP maintains a hop count for each route, however, hop count is
not used with in metric calculation. Routes having a hop count higher than maximum
would be advertised as unreachable by an EIGRP router.
IGRP generally uses basic formula to compute metric but difference is in IGRP.
Formula does not contain scaling factor of 256.As its scaling factor has been
introduced to facilitate backward capability in case of EIGRP & IGRP. IGRP overall
metric is known as 24-bit value and EIGRP generally make use of 32-bit value to
express. By multiplying a 24-bit value with factor of 256, value is extended into 32
bits, & vice versa. Redistributing information among EIGRP & IGRP consists of
simply dividing and metric multiplication term by a factor of 256.
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Feasibility condition
The feasibility condition is a enough condition for circle freedom with in EIGRProuted network. Its used to chose successors & possible successors. Formulation is
very simple:
If, for a destination, a neighbour router advertises of way that is strictly lower than our
feasible distance, then it neighbour lies on a loop-free route to it destination or with
in other words,
If, for a target, a neighbour router tells us that it is closer to target than we had ever
been, then it neighbour lies on a circle-free route to it target.
4.

CRYPTOGRAPHY

It had been discipline of information security had been called Cryptography. Meaning
of Cryptography had been “hidden” imitative from Greek kryptos. Cryptography
means hide information within storage or transfer including methods such as
microdots, integration of words with image.
Cryptography had been process of altering plaintext (ordinary text, just as letter) using
process encryption into cipher text using procedure decryption. This procedure had
been used to secure communication between two parties within occurrence of third
party. There are four goals for Modern cryptography:
Confidentiality
It identifies that only participants (Sender & Receiver) should be able to access
message.
Integrity
Content of message should not be changed. If it had been altered, then it had been
called type of modification attack.
Non-repudiation
There had been situation where sender converts content of message & after that he
refuses that he had not sent message.
Authentication
Both sender & receiver had to prove credentials to each other.
In current times, cryptography had been basic requirement of computer experts for
security purposes so that two parties could send data to each other without any
modification & confidently. So both sender & receiver could validate to each other for
secure communication so that material could be safely send to each other.
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Fig 1. Cryptosystem
CRYPTOSYSTEM
Cryptography had been process of changing plaintext (ordinary text, just as message)
using process encryption into cipher text using procedure decryption. Encryption had
been method of change to real data, called clean text or cleartext, into form that
appears to be random & unreadable, that had been called cipher text. That text could
be understood by individual by computer.
Executable code had been called clear text or plain text. After conversion into cipher
text, then it had been impossible to understand it text by individuals as well as
machine until it had been decrypted. So we could say it process had been very
secure due to encryption & decryption technique. To protect message from attack i.e.
public & private attack, cryptography had been basic prerequisite.
SECURITY MECHANISMS
Spread-Spectrum:Spread spectrum, first developed by military, became increasingly popular largely
due to its interference tolerance & coexistence capabilities. Today spread spectrum
outside military-only realm, ranges from digital cellular phones & wireless PCs to
wireless LANs.
Prior Messaging:- Instant messaging is a set of communication technologies used for
text-based communication between two or more participants over Internet or other
types of networks. Some systems permit messages to be sent to users not then logged
on thus removing some differences between IM & email often done by sending
message to associated email account.
Lower Duty Cycle:- we consider problem of designing good routing algorithms for
wireless sensor networks in presence of very low duty cycles as well as transmission
failures due to channel uncertainty. We again consider random duty cycles where a
sensor has a Øxed probability of being awake during a time slot independent over
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time & of other sensors. Traditionally, most routing algorithms are deterministic in
nature & route selection is done independent of sleep state or success/failture state
of network.
Error-correction code:- Error correcting codes insert parity bits into message
sequence in a proper way depending on type of code being used. parity bits allow
receiver to correct errors in message sequence if introduced due to noise or
interference during transmission. system with error control coding provides better
BER performance as compared to un-coded system for same SNR.
Rate limitation:- we investigated important problem of rate allocation for wireless
sensor networks under a given network lifetime requirement. Since objective of
maximizing sum of rates of all nodes could lead to a severe bias in rate allocation
among nodes, we advocate use of lexicographical max-min (LMM) rate allocation
for all nodes in network. To calculate LMM- optimal rate vector, we developed a
polynomial-time algorithm by exploiting parametric analysis (PA) technique from
linear programming (LP), which we called serial LP with Parametric Analysis (SLPPA)
Egress filtering:- In computer networking, egress filtering is practice of monitoring
& potentially restricting flow of information outbound from one network to another.
Typically it is information from a private TCP/IP computer network to Internet that is
controlled. Egress filtering helps ensure that unauthorized or malicious traffic never
leaves internal network.
Confirmation:- If you are configuring your machine for a smaller wireless network,
such as your home environment, check & record current wireless network settings
below.



Network Name (SSID: Service Set ID, ESSID: Extended Service Set ID)
Network Key (Password, Security Key or Encryption Key, etc.)

Monitoring:- monitoring represent an important class of sensor network applications.
We are collaborating with biologists at College of Atlantic to define core
application requirements. Because end users are ultimately interested in sensor data,
sensor network system must deliver data of interest in a confidence-inspiring manner.
low-level energy constraints of sensor nodes combined with data delivery
requirements leave a clearly defined energy budget for all other services. Tight energy
bounds & need for predictable operation guide development of application
architecture & services
5.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Due to number of dissimilar problems versions & minor differences within these, we
set out particular problem that we are addressing within it dissertation. Problem had
been been key contract btw both communicating parties within case of symmetric key
cryptography.
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In this, System We would generate user defined server socket & Client request using
socket programming. While connect client to server data had been sent from client
side within encrypted form & decrypted at server’s end.
Basic algorithm & terminology
RSA encryption & decryption are mathematical operations. These are exponentiation,
modulo particular number. So RSA keys consist of numbers include within it
calculation, as follows:
1.

Public key modulus & public exponent;

2.

Private key is consisting same modulus plus private exponent.

3.

Fig 2. Generation of Key within encryption & decryption
6.

THREATS TO EXISTING SYSTEM

There are several security[1] mechanisms that could be used to provide security. The
Mechanism to secure MANET from external attacks are as follow:
Firewalls
In order to provide some level of separation between an organization's intranet &
Internet, firewalls have been employed. A firewall is simply a group of components
that collectively form a barrier between two networks.
Bastion host
A general-purpose computer used to control access between internal (private) network
(intranet) & Internet (or any other un trusted network). Typically, these are hosts
running a flavour of Unix operating system that has been customized within order to
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reduce its functionality to only what is necessary within order to support its functions.
Many of general-purpose features have been turned off, & within many cases,
completely removed, within order to improve security of machine.
Router
A special purpose computer for connecting is networks together. Routers has been
handle certain functions, such as routing, or managing traffic on networks they
connect.
Access Control List (ACL).
Many routers now have ability has been also to selectively perform their duties, based
on a number of facts about a packet that comes to it. This includes things like
origination address, destination address, destination service port, & so on. These
could be employed to limit sorts of packets that are allowed to come within & go out
of a given network.
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ).
The DMZ is a critical part of a firewall: it is a network that is neither part of un
trusted network, nor part of trusted network. But, this is a network that connects un
trusted to trusted.
Proxy.
This is process of having one host act within behalf of another. A host that has ability
to fetch documents from Internet might be configured as a proxy server, & host on
intranet might be configured to be proxy clients .
7.

PROPOSED WORK

In proposed model there would be Multilayered security
1.

Security layer 1 would be customized cryptography algorithm to enhance
security.

2.

Security layer 2 would drop packets from unauthentic IP addresses.

3.

Security layer 3 would authenticate user by providing login password security at
application layer.

4.

Security would be enhanced using one time password also that becomes useless
after using one time.
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In it way we would secure wireless network from external attacks & authentic
access.

Fig 3. Wireless network
8.

CONCLUSION

Hacking are both of benefits & risks. They might insolvent company or might save
data, increasing revenues for company. Battle btw ethical or white hat hackers &
malicious or black hat hackers had been long war that had been no end. While ethical
hacker help to know companies’ their security needs, malicious hackers intrudes
illegally & loss network for their own benefits. Ethical & creative hacking had been
important in network security, in order to ensure that company’s data had been well
security & secure. At same time it allows company to identify, & in turn, to take
remedial measures to rectify slit in well that exists in security system, that might
allow malicious hacker to breach their security system. They help business to
understand present hidden problems in their servers & corporate network. Study also
reveals that valid users are ethical hackers, till their expression are clear otherwise
they are great threat, as they had access to every piece of data of organization, as
compare to total & semi outsiders.
This also involved that hacking had been significance aspect of computer world. This
deals with both condition. Ethical hacking plays vital role in maintaining & saving lot
of secret data, whereas malicious hacking could destroy everything.
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